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Abstract  Purpose – Observable arrangements in adjusting quality-satisfied massive open online courses (QS-MOOCs) related to Indonesia 4.0 were particularized in this study. It was expected to visualize its determinants observed by faculty related to endorsing innovation competencies. It was also of interest to disclose how and in what routines all attributes involved interrelated with one another.  Design/methodology/approach – An exploratory design (mixed methods) was utilized. A conceptual framework was established first by conducting activities consisting of a series of literature reviews and focus group discussions. QS-MOOCs includes presage, pattern, process, product, practicability, prospective, and power (7P). QS-MOOCs was viewed from scientific, technical, economic, and socio-cultural perspectives. QS-MOOCs preceded innovation competencies (critical thinking, creativity, and networking). The operational framework was then established with the 7P, QS-MOOCs, and innovation competencies as independent, moderating, and dependent variables respectively. The population was the faculty of Universitas Terbuka Indonesia. Respondents were randomly chosen to accumulate data through a survey of 631 academic staff. Methodically, importance-performance analysis (IPA) and a customer-satisfaction index (CSI) were emulated and then utilized to synchronously estimate the satisfaction level of QS-MOOCs and their degree of importance. Ten hypotheses were developed and then examined by applying structural equation modelling (SEM). This was meant to scrutinize the loading factor and interrelation power among the factors involved. Replies from 142 respondents were finally completed. Findings – Statistically, seven out of the ten hypotheses examined were validated by the analysis. It was decisively recognized that product was the most significant determinant of QS-MOOCs, followed by power, practicability, pattern, and prospective. QS-MOOCs had direct control over critical thinking and creativity, whereas presage, process, and networking were excluded by the analysis. The study was also able to encounter 24 (out of 32) attributes as the pillars of QS-MOOCs. The quantitative frame was statistically satisfactory as of the nine cut-off values, seven were in the good-fit and two in marginal-fit categories.  Originality/value/implications – The qualitative framework seems defectively strengthened by the quantitative procedure. The study recognized that variance refers to the three invalidated hypotheses. A further in-depth review is required to find the motives and diminish plausible divergence. This can be done by searching for a more relevant approach, augmenting conjectural coverage, and/or enlarging the sample size. Keywords: Indonesia 4.0, MOOCs, innovation competencies, IPA-CSI, SEM. 
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1   Introduction 
The world is confronted by the Industrial Revolution 4.0. Indonesia then requires to be ready to enter the era of instability. This turbulence is leading to a rapid and wide transformation. Indonesia with a relatively high complexity observed from the population, geographical, and demographical constraints must be ready on these challenges. The blueprint of Making Indonesia 4.0 roadmap engaged stakeholders: government, industrial sectors, and research/educational institutions (Ministry of Industry, 2017). Commitments involved are compelled to turn the roadmap into success. Five sectors are named as a priority: food and drinks, automotive, textile, electronics, and chemicals. These are the five vital sectors in the world economy. Indonesia should be among the leading players. These sectors will boost the country's exports to a thriving role in the manufacturing sector towards Indonesia's gross domestic product (GDP). During 2018-2030, Indonesia's GDP growth rates are predicted 6-7% per year. The manufacturing industry is pursued to contribute 21-26% to the nation's GDP by 2030. Job creation through the roadmap is estimated at 7-19 million. The roadmap involves 10 cross-sectoral national initiatives: improving the flow of goods, developing a roadmap for cross-sectoral industrial zones, improving sustainability standards, empowering the small and medium-sized entrepreneurs, building national digital infrastructure, attracting foreign investment, boosting the quality of local human resources, boosting ecosystem for innovation, designing incentives for investment in technology, and harmonizing regulations and policies. The idea of Making Indonesia 4.0 is in line with Industry 4.0 (Nagy et al., 2018) related to the needs for the 21st century skills, called innovation competencies (Watts et al., 2013). These trends are also highlighted by Bialik and Fadel (2015) and Liao et al. (2017). This implies that innovation has a vital role and Indonesia is therefore compelled to maintain ways of advancing National innovation competencies. Having reflected in those settings, Universitas Terbuka should be approvingly involved as a higher education institution in the Indonesia context. The University, with open distance learning (ODL) mode, is compelled to contribute to coping with Making Indonesia 4.0 in advancing innovation competencies for the nations. Considering the population, geographical, and demographical restraints, ODL is suitable for advancing innovation competencies. One way of effectively contributing in this regard is to integrate massive open online courses (MOOCs) into the system as stated in the strategic plan of the University (Universitas Terbuka, 2017). Moreover, since 2017 the University has an additional role given by the Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education to promote the Cyber University to higher education community and society in Making Indonesia 4.0. To attain this strategic plan it needs to provide quality satisfied MOOCs (QS-MOOCs) to support this emerging necessity. In the previous work, Sembiring (2018a) observed the notions and dimensions of quality MOOCs behold by faculty. It was conceptually found that quality MOOCs involved six notions (6P: presage, process, product, practicability, prospective, and power). This is the elaboration of 3P: presage, process, and product by Biggs (1993). Besides, 6P leads to knowledge, skills, and professionalism. These findings were related to the main role of universities in creating, spreading knowledge, and other 
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academic entities with new approaches. The rise of the Internet and large-scale digitization of information (an advancement in ICT, Information Communication Technology) created more openings. They are openings to transform on how: (1) teaching-learning are developed and utilized, (2) knowledge-information are generated and distributed, and (3) students-staff-institutions interaction are facilitated and accommodated as highlighted by de Hart (2014) and adopted by Sembiring and Rahayu (2020). For this study, one dimension is appended, namely the pattern.  Having reflected on issues of Making Indonesia 4.0 (in accordance with Industrial Revolution 4.0 and the needs for the 21st century skills), Universitas Terbuka should support the government. Universitas Terbuka, with 35 years of experience, should take part in this movement. One way of contributing to nurturing National innovation competencies is by developing quality satisfied programs to support the industrial sectors. By having a kind of quality satisfied program, exclusively through MOOCs, the University is on the right path of making higher education open to all. The integration of QS-MOOCs in the Universitas Terbuka tradition will positively give benefits to educational stakeholders.  This inquiry is then instigated to elucidate possible determinants on developing QS-MOOCs perceived by faculty in accordance with Making Indonesia 4.0. Four main issues are explored further: (1) what are factors and attribute underpinning QS-MOOCs; (2) how are they interrelated one another and in what behavior; (3) how QS-MOOCs will support the idea of Making Indonesia 4.0; and (4) how QS-MOOCs are relevant for Indonesia 4.0 through Universitas Terbuka tradition? 
2   Literature Reviews and the Frameworks 
Conceptually, the exploratory framework of this inquiry starts with general perspectives on the MOOCs movement in Universitas Terbuka, illustrated in Figure 1.  
  

  Fig. 1. The Conceptual Framework  This is the basis of the University to provide broader opportunities to “making higher education open to all” as the tagline of the University. This endeavor is related 
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to the advancement of innovation competencies (critical thinking, creativity, and networking) perceived by faculty especially in MOOCs movement in Universitas Terbuka related to Making Indonesia 4.0. The conceptual framework (Figure 1) is then utilized as a tool of weighing up QS-MOOCs and their inferences. This will let the University modifying important aspects related to the operational elements. It might focus on institutional directions to accomplish users’ needs and expectations. The University will then be able to make progress on the growth of QS-MOOCs as stated in the formal document of the University. This is the way how the University is searching for proper orientation to maintain its function in eradicating access to quality education (Universitas Terbuka, 2018).   The QS-MOOCs were initially determined by 6P (Sembiring, 2018). The 6P is an extension of 3P (Biggs, 1993) and then elaborated by Hood and Littlejohn (2016). As emphasized by Gemage et al. (2015), this conceptual framework is essential issues to understand what drives motivation, interest, and changing the culture from “must learn” into “want to learn”. The pedagogic aspect should remain the same as it was delivered in the traditional teaching and learning settings. In this report, quality satisfied measures for MOOCs were determined by seven main factors, i.e., the 7P (an enrichment of 3P and 6P). Each variable is then elaborated into dimensions/attributes related to the QS-MOOCs context. Besides, QS-MOOCs leads to critical thinking, creativity, and networking.  Conceptually, QS-MOOCs were relevant on the condition that they were scientifically provable, technically feasible, economically beneficial, and socio-culturally adaptable (Sembiring, 2017). This configuration had direct effects on critical thinking, creativity, and networking following Indonesia 4.0. Having finalized the conceptual framework, the study comes to elaborating and defining the operational framework. It was defined first that the origins of QS-MOOCs were 7P and it led to innovation competencies (Sembiring & Rahayu, 2020).�  Operationally, presage (X1) was defined as the first factor of QS-MOOCs that has a well-designed platform and it was methodically arranged by first considering user expectation. Pattern (X2) was defined as the second factor that has a flexible format and arranged in a well-paced segment and complete. Process (X3) was defined as the third factor considering the pedagogical aspect that it was systematically arranged to assure they are functional. Product (X4) was defined as the fourth factor putting the user as the center of the interaction, well-presented, and appealing with premium quality. Presage, process, and product was inspired by Biggs (1993). Correspondingly, practicability (X5) was defined as the fifth factor innovatively developed so it gives advantage, affable, and manageability from the user perspective. Prospective (X6) was defined as the sixth factor that has novelty and it is universally connected to the user as it includes relevant and current relevant insights. Power (X7) was defined as the seventh factor that inspiring users with high satisfaction. Pattern, practicability, prospective, and power were adopted from Sembiring (2018a). These definitions were partly adopted and modified from Downes (2013), Lin et al. (2015), Littlejohn et al. (2016), Margaryan et al. (2015), and Hood and Littlejohn (2016). QS-MOOCs (Y1) was operationally defined as a condition where the ultimate product of MOOCs should be scientifically provable, technically feasible, economically beneficial, and socio-culturally adaptable (Sembiring, 2017; Sembiring 
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& Rahayu, 2020). Besides, critical thinking (Y2) was defined as the power of QC-MOOCs to deliver critical analysis, estimating risk, evaluating the solution, and influencing the decision making process to the users. Creativity (Y3) was defined as the function of QS-MOOCs to provide the ability in introducing a new idea, a new solution, starting a new activity, and executing a solution. Networking (Y4) was defined as the potency of QS-MOOCs to support a sense of tolerance on differences, appreciating others, establishing a network, and maintain the network. These last elaborations were partly inspired by Bialik and Fadel (2015) and Liao et al. (2017). Having defined variables and dimensions engaged, they are easier to comprehend as exhibited in Table 1. 
 Table 1. Variables and Dimensions Involved 

 

  At this stage, dimensions/attributes elaborated are fundamentals followed from the conceptual framework. It is then utilized as a basis to propose the operational framework. Prior to launching the operational frame, it is worth noting that QS-
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MOOCs (Y1) were determined by 7P (X1-X7). QS-MOOCs (Y1) was to deliver innovation competencies. Innovation competencies are related to Making Indonesia 4.0 as an approach in preparing the golden generation towards 2045 (100 years of Indonesia as an independent nation) viewed from the Universitas Terbuka tradition.  
3   Research Design and Hypotheses 
The next step is to establish the operational framework by considering the grand design (Figure 1) and the variables/dimensions involved (Table 1). This framework is utilized as a basis to determine the design of the study, methodology, analysis, and inferring the conclusion (Figure 2). 
 

  Fig. 2. The Operational Framework  This inquiry uses mixed methods: exploratory design (Creswell & Clark, 2011). It is prearranged under a qualitative procedure first and then followed by a quantitative approach. Two kinds of instruments were developed. They are a list of questions for the focus group discussions (qualitative process) and questionnaire to accumulate data from respondents (quantitative purpose). Table 1 and Figure 2 underlined the basics of QS-MOOCs related to developing innovation competencies and it includes scientific, technique, economic, and socio-cultural attributes.  QS-MOOCs (Y1) was assessed by perceiving dimensions/attributes of: X1 (presage: platform, well-designed, methodical, and expected), X2 (pattern: flexible, well-paced, orderly, and complete), X3 (process: pedagogy, inclusive, systematic, and functional), X4 (product: user-focused, well-presented, appealing, and premium quality), X5 (practicability: innovative, advantageous, affable, and manageable), X6 (prospective: novelty, corresponding, and universal), and X7 (power: encouraging, inspiring, satisfying, and maintainable). An instrument for qualitative processes included four specific queries. (1) What are the conceivable factors (dimensions/attributes) with respect to developing QS-MOOCs. (2) How the behaviors of factors involved interrelated are exemplified. (3) 
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How QS-MOOCs are tightly related to the idea of Making Indonesia 4.0. (4) What are the basic ideas that QS-MOOCs relevant to developing human capital through the Universitas Terbuka tradition. The instrument for quantitative approach consisted of 77 statements [(32x2)+(1x12)+1]=77]. They are the Likert Scale (1-5) related to QS-MOOCs satisfaction and their importance degree. It also included 17 statements to validate independent variables (and dimensions) with respect to QS-MOOCs as moderating variables (Table 1). The questionnaire is explored by considering variables/dimensions engaged inspired by Shahzavar and Tan (2011). Purposive sampling was chosen to select four experts for qualitative purposes and simple random sampling to determine eligible respondents for quantitative purposes (Cochran, 1977). A survey was started to collect data from respondents (Fowler, 2014). An important-performance analysis and customer-satisfaction index (IPA-CSI) were emulated and used to simultaneously measure the satisfaction level of QS-MOOCs along with their importance degree (Wong et al., 2011). Structural-equation modeling (SEM) is used to detect relations power among variables engaged (Hair et al., 2009 and Marks et al., 2005). This inquiry establishes and then scrutinizes ten hypotheses (H1-H10, Figure 2). QS-MOOCs were influenced by: presage (H1), pattern (H2), process (H3), product (H4), practicability (H5), prospective (H6), and power (H7). Furthermore, critical thinking (H8), creativity (H9), and networking (H10) were influenced by QS-MOOCs. These 10 hypotheses will be examined under the SEM technique to validate relations amongst variables/dimensions engaged. The validation is aimed at examining the significance level of the relations and it is used to scrutinize the power of all relations. 
4   Results and Arguments 
Prior to conferring the result, it is good to note the highlight of respondents’ characteristics (Table 2). This will induce our perception of how to interpret the outcomes more properly.   Table 2. Respondents Characteristics 
  Respondents=142 (631) % % % % % 

Faculty of  Education = 45 Social = 18 Economics = 19 Sciences = 18  
Echelon  One = 0 Two = 2 Three = 2 Four = 3 Non-Ech = 93 

Work Experience year 1–5 = 3 6–10 = 19 11–15 = 30 16–20 = 38  21 = 10 
Age year  ≤ 30 = 2 31–40 = 14 41–50 = 27 51–60 = 44  61 = 13   

Involved in OER year < 2 = 1  2–3 = 16  4–5 = 36 6–7 = 32   8 = 15 
Position Professor = 1 Senior = 18 Junior = 77 Assistant = 1 Candidate = 3  

Background S3 = 11 S2 = 89  Office  Central = 53 Regional = 47  The population was 631 academic staff of Universitas Terbuka; and 142 of them were accomplished the questionnaires. Almost half of the respondents are from the Faculty of Education. They all can be categorized as experienced and senior staff with five years or more involvement in MOOCs. More than half are working in the central office and the rest are domiciled in other 40 regional offices. Most of them are aware of the MOOCs movement as the University’s academic (part of the academic 
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community) related to Indonesia 4.0. This implies that the insights accumulated were satisfactory.  The hypothesis analysis. The statistical analysis reveals three of the 10 hypotheses examined are not validated by the analysis (Figure 3). They are: presage (H1) and process (H3) with respect to QS-MOOCs and so is QS-MOOCs to networking (H10), as the p-value ≤ 1.96, for Į=5%. Whereas the seven hypotheses are authenticated, as the p-value  1.96, for Į=5%. The validated hypotheses are: pattern (H2), product (H4), practicability (H5), prospective (H6), and power (H7) with respect to QS-MOOCs and so is QS-MOOCs to critical thinking (H8) and creativity (H9).   

  Fig. 3. The Hypotheses Analysis and the Loading Factors 
 Prior to elucidating relations power amongst factors engaged, let us first reveal the satisfaction level of QS-MOOCs and the degree of their importance resulted from IPA-CSI analysis. The analysis engenders attributes related to the relevant quadrants to distinguish their behavior.  Graphically, IPA-CSI Chart has four quadrants (Q) as illustrated in Figure 4. Q1 indicates QS-MOOCs attribute is at a low level while the degree of its importance is high. Q2 indicates both QS-MOOCs attribute and the degree of its importance are being placed at a high level. Q3 indicates QS-MOOCs attribute and degree of its importance are at a low level. Q4 indicates QS-MOOCs attribute is in the low level of importance, high in satisfaction following Deng and Pierskalla (2018). Q1 [Concentrate Here]. Three out of 32 attributes (Figure 4) fall in this quadrant. They are: economically beneficial (Y13), complete (X24), and innovative (X51). This implies that the University must notice these attributes seriously. They are important but low in satisfaction. It implies that most faculty have already been aware of the movement related to Indonesia 4.0, the QS-MOOCs should be economically beneficial, complete, and innovative. Q2 [Maintain Performance]. There are 24 attributes fall in this quadrant (Figure 4). They are: platform (X11), well-design (X12), and expected (X14); flexible (X21), 
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well-paced (X22), and organized (X23); inclusive (X32) and systematic (X33); user-focused (X41), well-presented (X42), appealing (X43), and premium quality (X44); advantageous (X52), affable (X53), and manageable (X54); novelty (X61), corresponding (X62), insightful (X63), and universal (X64); encouraging (X71), inspiring (X72), and satisfying (X73); scientifically provable (Y11), technically feasible (Y12), and socio-economically (Y13) adaptable. The University must take care of these attributes as they are the best basics of QS-MOOCs. Attributes fall in this quadrant are the strengths and pillars of promoting QS-MOOCs in Universitas Terbuka in terms of Indonesia 4.0. Besides, these 24 attributes should become the pride of the University as a basis of developing QS-MOOCs. Providentially, most respondents have been aware of these attributes as an assurance to provide QS-MOOCs.    

  Fig. 4. The IPA-CSI Chart  Q3 [Low Priority]. Three attributes fall in this quadrant (Figure 4). They are: functional (X34), manageable (X54), and maintainable (X74), The university should classify these as the next focus after concentrating to maintain critical points in Q2. Any attribute falling into this quadrant is not critical and poses no threat. The University may redirect resources to attributes fall in Q1, shift them into Q2. Q4 [Possible Over Kill]. Two points as members of this quadrant (Figure 4). They are: methodical (X13) and pedagogy (X31). Attention to attributes in this quadrant can be less focused. The university can save costs by redirecting them to take up vital spots by anticipating no attributes will fall again into Q1 and keep maintaining fundamental spots in Q2.  Having positioned attributes in accordance with the IPA-CSI chart, it is time to relate the loading factors to observe the power of relations of each variable under SEM to work out the outcomes (Marks et al., 20015 and Hair et al., 2009). Five critical upshots need to be elaborated further; refer to Figure 3.  1. The first was related to the variables/dimensions that directly influenced QS-MOOCs. They are: product (X4) followed by power (X7), practicability (X5), pattern (X2), and prospective (X6). While QS-MOOCs are not influenced by both presage (X3) and process (X3) and so is QS-MOOCs with respect to networking (Y4).   
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2. The second is on the order of attributes in the product (X4): user-focused (X41), well-presented (X42), premium quality (X44), and appealing (X43). The order of attributes in power (X7): inspiring (X72), encouraging (X71), satisfying (X73), and maintainable (X74). The order of attributes in practicability (X5): advantageous (X52), manageable (X54), innovative (X51), and affable (X53). The order of attributes in the pattern (X2): well-paced (X22), complete (X24), flexible (X21), and organized. The order of attributes in prospective (X6): universal (X64), novelty (X61), corresponding (X63), and insightful (X63). 3. The third is related to the power of the relations of moderating variable and dependent variables. QS-MOOCs has significant effects on critical thinking (Y2) and creativity (Y3); networking (Y4) to QS-OER was excluded by the analysis.  4. The fourth is the order of attributes in QS-MOOCs: socio-culturally adaptable (Y14) followed by technically feasible (Y12), economically beneficial (Y13), and scientifically provable (Y11).   5. The fifth concern is on the rank of attributes within critical thinking (Y2): critical analysis (Y21), influencing the decision (Y24), estimating the risk (Y22), and evaluating solution (Y23). The rank of attributes in creativity (Y3): new idea (Y31), new solution (Y32), executing solution (Y34), and start a new activity (Y33).   
 Before validating a comprehensive conclusion under the mixed methods, we need to reflect whether or not the SEM output is methodically in the "good-fit" category. If so, it is then reliable to utilize the analysis and engender the loading factors to confirm the power of interrelations (Table 3).  

 Table 3. The Goodness-of-Fit of the Tested Framework 
 Goodness of Fit Cut-off Values Results Notes RMR Root Mean Square Residual ≤ 0.05 or ≤ 0.10 0.08 Good Fit RMSEA Root Mean Square Error of Approx ≤ 0.08 0.08 Good Fit GFI Goodness of Fit  0.90 0.91 Good Fit AGFI Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index  0.90 0.91 Good Fit CFI Comparative Fit Index  0.90 0.88 Marginal Fit NFI Normed Fit Index  0.90 0.91 Good Fit NNFI Non-Normed Fit Index  0.90 0.92 Good Fit IFI Incremental Fit Index   0.90 0.90 Good Fit RFI Relative Fit Index   0.90 0.89 Marginal Fit   The analysis confirmed they were considered satisfactory. Seven were in good-fit and two in marginal-fit categories (Table 3). It means the validated framework was dependable. Likewise, three estimations ought to be explored. The first is on the gap obtained using an exploratory design. The second is the reasons adjacent to the respondents’ characteristics. The third is the implication of finding for a future query.  First. QS-MOOCs were qualitatively interrelated with 7P. The moderating variable was interconnected with independent variables. There were two dimensions of independent variables (presage and process) that were not quantitatively interrelated, and so is QS-MOOCs to the dependent variable (networking). This implied that qualitative and quantitative results varied despite they did not substantially contradict one another. The exploratory design was conducted by synthesizing related theories and end up with hypothesis development. A quantitative frame is then established prior to hypotheses interpretation (Creswell and Clark, 2011) 
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to assess the qualitative aspects of exploratory findings. Before building the operational, the conceptual framework should be first established as it will be statistically scrutinized. The results showed three hypotheses were not approved. The order of dimensions/attributes in the initial framework was disharmony as compared to the quantitative end. The quantitative imperfectly approved qualitative discoveries.  Second. Most respondents were reasonably qualified in MOOCs (table 2) observed from background, position, working experience, age, and qualification. The majority have had adequate experience in MOOCs. It is then plausible that they might be able to foresee QS-MOOCs as a good attempt to developing critical thinking and creativity. Unfortunately, networking is not included as a way of developing human capital in Making Indonesia 4.0. As the respondents are all academic, mainly involved in teaching and learning, they are able to foresee how QS-MOOCs is suitable to enhance the strength of the nations by equipping human capital to improve their critical thinking and creativity through ODL approach.  Third. Future research can involve users/experts from other institutions. There must be a balance between qualitative and quantitative outcomes. Whatever we do, it is important to bear in mind that we are in the position to prepare and promote effective QS-MOOCs. These efforts are to promote lifelong learning to the world, especially for preparing Indonesia golden generation on the road to 2045 (100 years of Indonesia as an independent nation). 
5   Concluding Remarks 
The University has been in service since 1984 with 1,6 million graduates and serving 300,000 students per semester. It is believed that Universitas Terbuka is on the right path to contribute through the provision of QS-MOOCs towards Making Indonesia 4.0. The study is conclusively able to clarify determinants underpinning QS-MOOCs: product, power, practicability, pattern, and prospective. The result is also able to expose how and in what behaviors they were interrelated with one another. QS-MOOCs through Universitas Terbuka is relevant to develop critical thinking and creativity provided they are complete, innovative, and economically beneficial related to Making Indonesia 4.0. This can be attained by prudently maintaining 24 attributes in Q2 and shifting three attributes in Q1 into Q2.  The study has discovered slight variations between qualitative and quantitative approaches. Three of 10 hypotheses were invalidated. This implied the established qualitative framework was imperfectly approved by quantitative analysis. Further inquiry is therefore needed by enlarging the scope of the study and inviting other communities from other related institutions as respondents and/or experts. This is to find motives why they are varied and at the same time searching for an approach to make the consequences closer under exploratory design.  
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